
 Runs 24/7 without an operator or chemicals
 Requires no training or additional labor cost
 Provides a safe, healthy environment and peace of mind
 Is safe for occupied spaces and food preparation stations

CASPR recreates what naturally happens outdoors. The levels of Hydrogen Peroxide CASPR creates is 
similar to what is found in outside, 0.01 Parts Per Million (PPM), and is roughly 100x below OSHA guidelines. 

DISTRIBUTED BY:

CASPR is an innovative “no-touch” disinfection technology that utilizes a 
Natural Catalytic Converter (NCC) to create Hydrogen Peroxide out of 
your ambient air. 

Produces no ozone

HANDS-OFF PROTECTION FOR A HANDS-ON WORLD.

CASPR CONTINUOUS AIR & SURFACE PATHOGEN REDUCTON

WHY CASPR?

The CASPR 
technology has a 
kill rate of up to 

99.96%
on surfaces. 

Easy to install and low maintenance 

Effective against bacteria, viruses, and mold 

Effective against odors and VOCs

Noise-free, odor-free and creates no residue

The hydrogen peroxide molecules neutralize molds, 
viruses, bacteria, odors, and VOCs, at the cellular level then 
revert to hydrogen and oxygen molecules. There is no 
buildup of hydrogen peroxide; the technology is safe to 
use in occupied spaces for people, pets, and plants. 

Every CASPR product is 99.96% effective against bacteria, 
viruses, molds, and even reduces VOCs and odors. By filling 
up space with oxidized air and blanketing all surfaces, 
CASPR provides that added protection and peace of mind 
we are all looking for.

Combat COVID with CASPR’s Continuous Air & Surface 
Pathogen Reduction Technology. CASPR was able to 
inactivate 99.99% of the SARS-COV2 virus within 24 hours. 
Once CASPR reduces pathogens in your air and on your 
surfaces, it works continuously to keep them down. 

Visit us online at: https://cleansurfacellc.com



CASPR 400 
CASPR 1000 
CASPR 2500 
CASPR 5000 

CASPR PRO
CASPR PRO units are designed to be installed inside your air 
ducts. These systems are available in multiple sizes and can be 
combined to provide the proper dose of oxidizers for your space 
while optimizing the cost per square foot. Once installed and 
turned on, CASPR PRO units provide continuous, automated air 
and surface protection for your entire facility. 

EVERY SURFACE. EVERY SECOND. EVERYWHERE.  CASPRGROUP.COM

CASPR COMPACT
CASPR COMPACT units are designed to be used in areas 
where more permanent installation is not an option. This unit also 
displays the versatility of the CASPR Product line as a solution to 
take with you where ever you may go.  Equipped with its own fan, 
this unit will provide the proper dose up to 1,500 sq.ft. Once turned 
on, CASPR COMPACT units provide continuous air and surface 
protection for your space. 

CASPR BLU TILE
CASPR BLU TILE units can be installed in any tiled ceiling and 
is suited for all indoor areas where people live or work. Once 
installed and turned on, the soft blue glow lets you, your employees 
and your customers know the CASPR BLU TILE is working to 
provide air and surface protection throughout the entire building. 
These units are often used in conjunction with CASPR PRO units to 
serve the entire facility. 

CASPR TRANSIT
CASPR TRANSIT units have been specially designed for 
buses,  trains, and other transportation vehicles. They are easy to 
install, low-profile, silent, tamper resistant, and available in both 
AC and DC power options. Once installed and turned on, CASPR 
TRANSIT units provide continuous air and surface protection for 
your entire vehicle and its passengers while in use. 

Contact your local distributor today to find out what the best options are for your facility and fleet.




